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Biography
With a strong understanding of the importance of leadership, engagement and
continuous improvement, I am driven by a passion to help others grow and
develop. I have a strong belief that each individual in their own way wants to be
a part of something bigger than themselves. They want to be engaged, they
want to be involved and they want to be valued. Beyond Connections brings a
unique approach to learning and organizational improvement, encompassing
knowledge, experience and heart.
With a certification in Change and Human Resource Management specialist I
have a passion and vision for continuous improvement and engagement.
Leveraging my education and experience, I am able to accelerate teams in
their development and improvement processes, engaging and empowering
individuals to think beyond the norm and take charge of their change journey.
I strongly understand and value the knowledge and insight that all individuals
have within. I remain committed to engaging, empowering and helping teams
evolve, harnessing the old adage “If You Can Do It - We Can Help” in
improvement processes and LEAN methodology by embracing the human
talent in all organizations.
Building CONNECTIONS to go BEYOND what we can do alone.
Qualifications
Co-Owner & Executive Facilitator of Beyond Connections Consulting






Bachelor of Commerce – Human Resource Management
Change Management Specialist
Corporate Trainer Certified
Certified Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Lego ® Serious Play ® Facilitator

o Directly trained 2500+ employees – Aboriginal Awareness
o Trained and certified 300+ employees on various health and safety programs
o Trained hundreds in leadership, engagement and strategy in person and via
webinar
o Worked with teams in varying fields and sizes (5 – 200)
o Presented at local, provincial, national conference forums

Speaking Highlights
Canadian Health Information Management Association, Webinar Instructor
International Pressure Equipment Integrity Association, Workshop Presenter
Community Futures Saskatchewan Provincial Conference, Keynote Speaker
PowHerhouse Media Group – Regina Powherlunch, Speaker
Henderson Risk Series, Keynote Speaker & Workshop Presenter
Community Futures South Central, Workshop Presenter
Memberships/Affiliations
PowHERhouse Media Group
Regina Women’s Network
References/Testimonials
 Dave Reidy, Henderson Insurance, President & CEO
 Lesley Sterling, Community Futures, General Manager
 Dallas Huard, aodbt architect, Principal

306.694.5959
306.446.3200
306.715.7333

“Kelly has an amazing stage presence. She has the ability to engage the participants
through story, while commanding the room with presence and control. Kelly is very
personable and she has an engaging style. She is a real natural, creating connectivity
with her audience.”
Larry G Linne, CEO and President - InCite Performance Group
Author of Make the Noise Go Away & Brand Aid
“I've had the great fortune to see Kelly present a number of times on a wide range of
topics. Her thought provoking presentations are enhanced by her down-to-earth
relatable presentation style. I always look forward to what Kelly is going to say.”
Dave Reidy, President and CEO - Henderson Insurance Inc.
“The expertise that Kelly brings to projects is indispensable. Beyond Connections brings
a balance and energy to projects that bring out the energy in any group, meeting
everyone involved at a personal level, thus growing trust and honesty. This results in a
more guided project which greatly improves the end result.”
Dallas Huard, Architect, SAA, MAA, MRAIC, A.T., Principal - aodbt architecture +
interior design
“Kelly was knowledgeable, engaging, approachable and flexible in her approach,
and was able to present effectively to a large group and in an intimate tableside
setting with a smaller collective. I would recommend Kelly as a speaker and/or
facilitator for business events both large and small.”
Lesley Sterling, General Manager, Community Futures North West

